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Hard!Probes!
•  Unlike!bulk!observables:!
mulEplicity,!flow…!

•  Hard!probes!penetrate!the!
medium!
– Heavy!flavor!quarks!&!high!
momentum!partons!

– ModificaEons!reveal!
interacEon:!!
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A. M. Sickles

what happens to the energy?

• is the energy thermalized in the end?

24
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Ultracold!neutral!plasma!



Jets!are!suppressed!!
•  IniEal!RHIC!results!used!high!pT!hadrons!as!a!proxy!for!jets!
•  Suppression!of!high!pT!hadrons!observed!X>!Jet!Quenching!!
•  Direct!photons!do!not!interact!via!strong!force;!give!RAA=1!
•  DiXhadron!awayside!suppressed!compared!to!pp!and!dAu!

3&Megan!Connors!!



“TXShirt!Plot”!

•  Suppression!also!observed!at!LHC!
•  Electroweak!probes!give!RAA=1!

4&
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FIG. 10 Figure from CMS (Khachatryan et al., 2016b). The nuclear modification factor of jets in p+Pb collisions measured
by the CMS experiment in various rapidity bins. This shows that cold nuclear matter e↵ects are small for jets.
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FIG. 11 RAA from PHENIX for direct photons (Afanasiev
et al., 2012), ⇡0 (Adare et al., 2008c), ⌘ (Adare et al., 2010c),
� (Adare et al., 2016c), p (Adare et al., 2013e), J/ (Adare
et al., 2007a), ! (Adare et al., 2011c), e± from heavy flavor
decays (Adare et al., 2011a), and K

± (Adare et al., 2013e).
This demonstrates that colored probes (high-pT final state
hadrons) are suppressed while electroweak probes (direct pho-
tons) are not at RHIC.

RHIC and the LHC are so similar since one would ex-1864

pect energy loss to increase with increased energy density1865

which should result in a lower RAA at the LHC with its1866

higher collision energies. However, the hadrons in a par-1867

ticular pT range are not totally quenched but rather ap-1868

pear at a lower pT , so it is useful to study the shift of the1869

hadron pT spectrum in A+A collisions to p+p collisions1870

rather than the ratio of yields. Note that the spectral1871

shape also depends on the collisional energy. Spectra gen-1872

erally follow a power law trend described by dN
dpT

/ p

�n
T1873

at high momenta. The spectra of hadrons is steeper in1874

200 GeV than in 2.76 TeV collisions (n ⇡ 8 and n ⇡ 6.01875

repectively for the pT range 7-20 GeV/c) (Adare et al.,1876

2012b, 2013c). Therefore, for RAA, greater energy loss1877

at the LHC could be counteracted by the flatter spectral1878

shape. To address this, another quantity, the fractional1879

momentum loss, (Sloss) has also been measured to bet-1880

ter probe a change in the fractional energy loss of partons1881

�E/E as a function of collision energy. This quantity is1882

defined as1883

Sloss ⌘
�pT

pT
=

p

pp
T � p

AA
T

p

pp
T

⇠
*
�E

E

+
, (11)

where pAA
T is the pT of the A+A measurement. pppT is de-1884

termined by first scaling pT spectrum measured in p+p1885

collisions by the nuclear overlap function, TAA of the cor-1886

responding A+A centrality class and then determining1887

the pT at which the yield of the scaled spectrum matches1888

So!What?!!



QuesEons!for!Jets!in!the!QGP!

Are&jets&effected&by&the&medium?&
Does&the&pathlength&effect&
quenching?&

Is&the&fragmentaDon&pp&like?&

Where&does&the&lost&energy&go?&

How&does&temperature&effect&
quenching?&
!

What&is&the&effect&of&small&systems&on&jets?&

What&happens&to&dijet&pairs?&
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Collision!System!Dependence!

•  Pion!suppression!in!a!variety!of!collision!
species!compared!at!similar!Npart!!

6&

X. He for PHENIX at HP2016

π0 RAA in Cu+Au, Cu+Cu and Au+Au 

9/23/16 13

Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 232301    Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 162301



•  Suppression!effect!not!present!at!lower!collision!
energies!

Energy!Dependence!

7&19XJulX17! W.A.!Zajc!



Energy!Density!Dependence!

•  Expect!energy!loss,!ΔE/E!to!
differ!between!RHIC!and!
LHC!
–  RAA!is!insensiEve!to!
variaEons!in!energy!loss!

•  Try!fracEonal!momentum!
loss!Sloss=δpT/pT!!

•  Sloss!scales!with!energy!
density!not!geometry!

pT Shift: δpT/pT (Sloss)!

8"

•  RAA sensitive to under-
lying spectral shape!

•  pT shift more useful to 
compare across √s!

•  Scaling:!
"  multiplicity                               

(or Bjorken energy density) !
x  number of participant 

nucleons or quarks !
# Energy loss mainly driven 

by energy density!

8&M.!Connors!DNP!2015!



Pathlength!Dependence!at!RHIC!

•  Suppression!of!pions!has!
pathlength!dependence!!

•  Toward!out!of!plane:!
–  Larger!L!More!Eloss!!
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RAA(pT )1/(n−2) =
1

1 + S0
. (15)

The effective fractional energy loss, Sloss, is related to
the fractional shift in the measured spectrum, S0. The
hadrons that would have been produced in the reference
p + p spectrum at transverse momentum pT + S(pT ) =
(1 + S0)pT , were detected with transverse momentum,
pT , implying a fractional energy loss:

Sloss = 1 − 1/(1 + S0) = 1 − RAA(pT )1/(n−2) . (16)

The fractional energy loss Sloss as a function of centrality
expressed as Npart is shown in Fig. 11 for two different
pT ranges, 3 < pT < 5 GeV/c and 5 < pT < 7 GeV/c.
There appears to be a small decrease of Sloss with in-
creasing pT , but the main observation from Fig. 11 is that

Sloss increases approximately like N2/3
part, as suggested by

GLV [52] and PQM [53].
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FIG. 11: (color online) Fractional energy loss Sloss obtained
from Eq. (16) versus centrality given by Npart. The lines are

fits of the form ∝ N2/3
part for each pT range.

It is important to realize that the effective fractional
energy loss, Sloss estimated from the shift in the pT spec-
trum is actually less than the real average energy loss at a
given pT , i.e. the observed particles have pT closer to the
original value, than to the average. The effect is similar
to that of “trigger bias” [54] where, due to the steeply
falling spectrum, the ⟨z⟩ of detected single inclusive par-
ticles is much larger than the ⟨z⟩ of jet fragmentation,
where z = p⃗π0 · p⃗jet/p2

jet. Similarly for a given observed

pT , the events at larger p
′

T with larger energy loss are
lost under the events with smaller p

′

T with smaller en-
ergy loss.

It should be noted that fluctuations due to the vari-
ation of the path length and densities traversed by dif-
ferent partons also contribute to the difference between
Sloss

true and Sloss
obs. However, as long as the depen-

dences of the induced energy loss on path length and

parton energy approximately factorize, these fluctuations
will also produce a pT -independent reduction in Sloss

obs

compared to Sloss
true.

C. Angle Dependence of High pT Suppression

In order to try to separate the effects of the density
of the medium and path length traversed, we study the
dependence of the π0 yield with respect to the reaction
plane. For a given centrality, variation of ∆φ gives a vari-
ation of the path-length traversed for fixed initial condi-
tions, while varying the centrality allows to determine
the effect of varying the initial conditions.
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FIG. 12: (color online) RAA vs. ∆φ for π0 yields integrated
over 3 < pT < 5 GeV/c. Most statistical errors are smaller
than the size of the points. The lines following the data points
show the bin-to-bin errors resulting from the uncertainty in
the reaction plane resolution correction (Fig. 1) and from bin-
to-bin uncertainties in the RAA values. The shaded band
indicates the overall RAA uncertainty.

Figs. 12 and 13 show the nuclear modification fac-
tor RAA as a function of ∆φ integrated over pT ∈
]3GeV/c, 5GeV/c] and pT ∈ ]5GeV/c, 8GeV/c], respec-
tively. For all centralities (eccentricities) considered,
there is almost a factor of two more suppression out-
of-plane (∆φ = π/2) than in-plane (∆φ = 0), something
that is immediately apparent in viewing the data in this
fashion, explicitly displaying information only implicit
in RAA v2, or the combination thereof. Strikingly, in
contradiction to the data the variation in RAA with re-
spect to the reaction plane expected by parton energy

PHENIX!Phys.!Rev.!C!76,!034904!(2007)!!

M.!Connors!DNP!2015!



Heavy!Flavor!Energy!Loss!

•  Constrain!models!with!RAA!and!pathlength!effect!via!v2!
•  High!pT!v2!due!to!pathlength!dependent!energy!loss!!

10&

Constraining model parameters

E. Bruna (INFN-To) 40

Simultaneous description of RAA and v2 starts to constrain model parameters
Ongoing effort to extract transport properties from data/model comparison 

arXiv:1804.09083

More constraints from:
- Xe-Xe
- More observables
- Ds, Bs, Lc,…

arXiv:1803.03824

Final



Jet!Quenching!

•  RAA!for!reconstructed!jets!also!less!than!1!out!to!high!pT!
•  NonXzero!v2!indicates!pathlength!dependent!energy!loss!!

11&

25

FIG. 13 Figure is a modified presentation of plots from PHENIX (Adare et al., 2016d). The first plot (left) is a cartoon
demonstrating how �pT is determined. The fractional energy loss, Sloss measured as a function of the multiplicity, dNch/d⌘ is
plotted for several heavy ion collision energies for hadrons with p

pp
T of 12 GeV (middle) and 6 GeV/c (right) where p

pp
T refers

to the transverse momentum measured in p+p collisions. The Pb+Pb data are from ALICE measured over |⌘| < 0.8 while all
other data are from PHENIX which measures particle in the range |⌘| < 0.35. These results indicate that the fractional energy
loss scales with the energy density of the system.
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FIG. 14 Reconstructed anti-kT jet RAA from ALICE (Adam
et al., 2015d) with R = 0.2 for |⌘| < 0.5, ATLAS (Aad et al.,
2015b) with R = 0.4 for |⌘| < 2.1, and CMS (Khachatryan
et al., 2017c) with R = 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 for |⌘| < 2.0. The AL-
ICE and CMS data are consistent within uncertainties while
the ATLAS data are higher. This may be due to the ATLAS
technique, which could impose a survivor bias and lead to a
higher jet RAA at low momenta. Figure courtesy of Raghav
Elayavalli Kunnawalkam.

2. Dihadron correlations1970

The precise mechanism responsible for modification1971

of dihadron correlations cannot be determined based on1972

these studies alone because there are many mechanisms1973

which could lead to modification of the correlations. This1974

includes not only energy loss and modification of jet1975

fragmentation but also modifications of the underlying1976

parton spectra. However, they are less ambiguous than1977

spectra alone because the requirement of a high momen-1978

tum trigger particle enhances the fraction of particles1979

from jets. Figure 15 shows dihadron correlations in p+p,1980

d+Au, and Au+Au at
p
sNN = 200 GeV, demonstrat-1981

ing suppression of the away-side peak in central Au+Au1982

collisions. The first measurements of dihadron correla-1983

tions showed complete suppression of the away-side peak1984

and moderate enhancement of the near-side peak (Adams1985

et al., 2003a, 2004a; Adler et al., 2003a). However, as1986

noted above, a majority of dihadron correlation studies1987

did not take the odd vn due to flow into account, includ-1988

ing those in Figure 15. A subsequent measurement with1989

similar kinematic cuts including higher order vn shows1990

that the away-side is not completely suppressed, as shown1991

in Figure 15, but rather that there is a visible but sup-1992

pressed away-side peak (Nattrass et al., 2016). Studies at1993

higher momenta also see a visible but suppressed away-1994

side peak (Adams et al., 2006).1995

The suppression is quantified by

IAA = YAA/Ypp. (12)

where YAA is the yield in A+A collisions and Ypp is the1996

yield in p+p collisions. The yields must be defined over1997

finite �� and �⌘ ranges and are usually measured for1998

a fixed range in associated momentum, paT . Similar to1999

RAA, an IAA greater than one means that there are more2000

particles in the peak in A+A collisions than in p+p col-2001

lisions and an IAA less than one means that there are2002

fewer. Gluon bremsstrahlung or collisional energy loss2003

would result in more particles at low momenta and fewer2004

particles at high momenta, leading to an IAA greater than2005

one at low momenta and an IAA less than one at high2006

momenta, at least as long as the lost energy does not2007

reach equilibrium with the medium. Both radiative and2008
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jet

2

as a function of jet p
T

in each centrality interval.
The error bars on the points indicate statistical uncertainties
while the shaded boxes represent the systematic uncertainties
(see text). The horizontal width of the systematic error band
is chosen for presentation purposes only.

The centrality dependence of v

jet

2

is shown in Fig. 3
as a function of hN

part

i for di↵erent ranges in p

T

. The
variation in jet yields with �� can also be characterized
by the ratio of jet yields between the most out-of-plane
(3⇡/8  ��  ⇡/2) and most in-plane (0  �� < ⇡/8)
bins,

R

max

��

⌘ d

2

N

jet

/dp

T

d��

��
out

/ d

2

N

jet

/dp

T

d��

��
in

. (3)

This quantity is more general than v

jet

2

as it does not
assume a functional form for the �� dependence of the
jet yields. The nuclear modification factor, R

AA

, is a
measure of the e↵ect of quenching on hard scattering
rates, and R

max

��

can be interpreted as the ratio of ��-
dependent R

AA

factors, Rmax

��

= R

AA

|
out

/ R

AA

|
in

[16].
The yields were corrected for  

2

resolution assuming that
the �� variation is dominated by the cos 2�� modula-
tion,

d

2

N

corr

jet

dp

T

d��

=
d

2

N

meas

jet

dp

T

d��

 
1 + 2vjet

2

cos 2��

1 + 2vjet
2

|
meas

cos 2��

!
. (4)

The results, expressed in terms of the quantity f

2

⌘
1 � R

max

��

, show as much as a 20% variation between
the out-of-plane and in-plane jet yields, but they are re-
duced slightly from the maximal di↵erence, evaluated at
�� = ⇡/2 and �� = 0, by the finite bin size used in the
measurement. That reduction was corrected by assuming
a 1+2vjet

2

cos 2�� variation of the jet yields within the��
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FIG. 3. The hN
part

i dependence of vjet
2

( � ), f corr

2

( ) and
4vjet

2

/(1 + 2vjet
2

) ( • ). All quantities have statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties that are indicated by error bars and
shaded bands, respectively. The uncertainties for all quanti-
ties are strongly correlated. The horizontal positions of the
points have been o↵set slightly for presentation purposes and
the width of the error bands indicates the uncertainty on
hN

part

i.

bins containing �� = 0 and ⇡/2, and calculating the cor-
responding yields at those �� values. From these yields,
f

corr

2

was calculated analogously to f

2

. The magnitude of
the correction is typically a few percent. The f corr

2

values
are shown in Fig. 3. For a pure cos 2�� modulation of
the jet yields, f corr

2

would be given by 4vjet
2

/(1+2vjet
2

). To
test for deviations of the �� dependence of the jet yields
from a pure cos 2�� variation, 4vjet

2

/(1 + 2vjet
2

) was cal-
culated using the measured v

jet

2

values and is shown for
each p

T

and centrality interval in Fig. 3.

Similar variations of v

jet

2

, f

corr

2

and 4vjet
2

/(1 + 2vjet
2

)
with hN

part

i are seen in the 60–80 GeV range, which has
the best statistical precision. A reduction in f

corr

2

and
v

jet

2

in both the most central and peripheral collisions is
not surprising; for very central collisions, the anisotropy
of the initial state is small and the possible �� varia-
tion of path lengths in the medium is limited. Although
the anisotropy is greater in peripheral collisions, there is
little suppression in the jet yields [3]. Therefore large
variations in jet yield as a function of �� would be un-
expected. The f

corr

2

and 4vjet
2

/(1 + 2vjet
2

) values are gen-
erally in agreement within uncertainties, indicating an
azimuthal dependence of relative suppression when mea-
sured with respect to the elliptic event plane that is dom-
inated by second-harmonic modulation.

This Letter has presented results of ATLAS measure-

arxiv!1306.6469!



Pop!Quiz!

•  Q.!What!is!a!proton?!
•  A.!A!parEcle!comprised!of!valence!quarks:!
2!up!and!1!down…!Mass!of!~938!MeV….!!
Stable!for!>1029!years…!!spin!of!½…!!

•  Q.!What!is!a!Jet?!
•  A.!It!depends…!
!!!!!!!!!!!What’s!your!definiEon?!
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What Are Jets ? 

Hard scattering 

Jet: colorless states  

Rcone JETS: Colored  partons from the hard scatter 
•  via soft quark and gluon radiation  
•  hadronization process to form a “spray” of 
colorless hadrons 

Early production from parton-parton scatterings 

Jets are the experimental signatures of quarks and gluons.  
They are expected to reflect kinematics and topology of partons. 

S.D Drell, D.J.Levy and T.M. Yan, Phys. Rev. 187, 2159 (1969) 

N. Cabibbo, G. Parisi and M. Testa, Lett. Nuovo Cimento 4,35 (1970) 

J.D. Bjorken and S.D. Brodsky, Phys. Rev. D 1, 1416 (1970) 
Sterman and Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 39, 1436 (1977) … and many more 

∑pT particles = pT jet 

2 Sevil Salur 

jet definition

:: properties of a good jet definition ::
• the same for experimental analysis, analytical partonic calculations and 

Monte Carlo simulations
• collinear safe [the emission of a collinear gluon does not change what is 

identified as a jet]
• IR safe [the emission of a soft gluon does not change the jet]
• is not sensitive to hadronization details

the collimated spray of particles that results from the branching of the 
original hard parton and subsequent hadronization of the fragments

in order to define a jet, a set of rules on how to group particles into 
a jet and how to assign a momentum to the jet must be specified

[Salam 2009]
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Figure 1: Illustration of collinear safety (left) and collinear unsafety in an IC-PR type algorithm
(right) together with its implication for perturbative calculations (taken from the appendix of
[33]). Partons are vertical lines, their height is proportional to their transverse momentum, and
the horizontal axis indicates rapidity.

W

jet

soft divergence

W

jet jet

W

jet jet

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Configurations illustrating IR unsafety of IC-SM algorithms in events with a W and
two hard partons. The addition of a soft gluon converts the event from having two jets to just
one jet. In contrast to fig. 1, here the explicit angular structure is shown (rather than pt as a
function of rapidity).

to find a new stable cone. Once passed through the split–merge step this can lead to the
modification of the final jets, thus making the algorithm infrared unsafe. This is illustrated
in fig. 2: in an event (a) with just two hard partons (and a W , which balances momentum),
both partons act as seeds, there are two stable cones and two jets. The same occurs in the
(negative) infinite loop diagram (b). However, in diagram (c) where an extra soft gluon
has been emitted, the gluon provides a new seed and causes a new stable cone to be found
containing both hard partons (as long as they have similar momenta and are separated
by less than 2R). This stable cone overlaps with the two original ones and the result of
the split–merge procedure is that only one jet is found. So the number of jets depends
on the presence or absence of a soft gluon and after integration over the virtual/real soft-
gluon momentum the two-jet and one-jet cross sections each get non-cancelling infinite
contributions. This is a serious problem, just like collinear unsafety. A good discussion of
it was given in [39].
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the horizontal axis indicates rapidity.

W

jet

soft divergence

W

jet jet

W

jet jet

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Configurations illustrating IR unsafety of IC-SM algorithms in events with a W and
two hard partons. The addition of a soft gluon converts the event from having two jets to just
one jet. In contrast to fig. 1, here the explicit angular structure is shown (rather than pt as a
function of rapidity).

to find a new stable cone. Once passed through the split–merge step this can lead to the
modification of the final jets, thus making the algorithm infrared unsafe. This is illustrated
in fig. 2: in an event (a) with just two hard partons (and a W , which balances momentum),
both partons act as seeds, there are two stable cones and two jets. The same occurs in the
(negative) infinite loop diagram (b). However, in diagram (c) where an extra soft gluon
has been emitted, the gluon provides a new seed and causes a new stable cone to be found
containing both hard partons (as long as they have similar momenta and are separated
by less than 2R). This stable cone overlaps with the two original ones and the result of
the split–merge procedure is that only one jet is found. So the number of jets depends
on the presence or absence of a soft gluon and after integration over the virtual/real soft-
gluon momentum the two-jet and one-jet cross sections each get non-cancelling infinite
contributions. This is a serious problem, just like collinear unsafety. A good discussion of
it was given in [39].
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Jet!DefiniEon!for!QCD!

•  Snowmass!Accord:!fermilabXconfX90X249!
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Optimum jet finder algorithm

Tevatron)1990)Tevetron!1990!

Institute of Theoretical Science, University of Oregon, 
Eugene, OR 97403 USA 

ABSTRACT 

In order to reduce uncertainties in the comparison of jet cross section 
measurements, we are proposing a standard jet definition to be adopted 
for QCD measurements involving light quarks and gluons. This definition 
involves the use of a cone in the 71 - 4 metric with a radius of 0.7 units. 

1 PROPOSED STANDARD 
Until now, direct comparisons of jet cross sections in hadron collisions have 
been hindered by differences in jet definition adopted by various experiments. 
As an example, the plenary discussion by S. Ellis in these proceedings [I] of 
jet cross section measurements at the SppS collider indicates the problems 
that can arise when different experiments use different definitions. Because of 
this, and with the advent of new calculations of the jet cross sections to higher 
orders in hadron collisions [3,2,4], it is desirable to agree on a standardization 
of jet reconstruction algorithms and definitions in order that both theory 
and experiment can be directly compared. As members of hadron collider 
experiments and theorists directly involved in calculating jet cross sections, 
we are proposing a standardized definition of jets to facilitate comparisons. 

This standard definition is intended for use in measurements where light 
quarks and gluons are involved, and the cross sections are sensitive to the 
definition used. It should be emphasized that there are many cases where 
experimentalists will use different algorithms to enhance the mass resolu- 
tion for various processes, for example, W -t Jet1 + Jets. We recognize the 
importance of ongoing work on such algorithms and encourage such efforts. 
The standardization proposed here is intended as for use as a minimal def- 
inition to be applied in a variety of measurements, such as the inclusive jet 
cross section, jet angular distributions, etc, where light quarks and gluons 
are involved, and a uniform treatment wilI facilitate comparisons. 

The most widely accepted clustering definition for hadron collider exper- 
iments involves a clustering of calorimeter cells in a metric of pseudorapidity 
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Jet Definitions
Snowmass Accord (1990)

Recent Additions (> 2000):

• Physical results independent of your choice of jet definition

• Jets should be invariant with respect to certain modifications 
of the event:

‣ collinear splitting

‣ infrared emission

18

1990: fixing the rules

SNOWMASS accords, Tevatron 1990 (i.e. old!):

i.e. usable by theoreticians (e.g. finite perturbative results)

and experimentalists (e.g. fast enough, not much UE sensitivity)

Grégory Soyez LBL, Berkeley, CA, USA, January 21st 2009 Jets at the LHC – p. 9/40

QCD divergences

QCD probability for gluon bremsstrahlung at angle θ and ⊥-mom. kt:

dP ∝ αs
dθ

θ

dkt

kt

Two divergences:

θ ≈ 0
pt

kt ≪ pt

Collinear Soft

For QCD expansion to make sense

⇒ The (hard) jets (or stable cones) should not change when

one has a collinear splitting

i.e. replaces one parton by two at the same place

one has a soft emission i.e. adds a very soft gluon

Grégory Soyez DIS 2008, UCL, London, UK, April 9th 2008 Saturation and heavy quarks – p. 7/14
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Must!also!be!stable!even!if:!

collinear!splivng!

sow!gluon!emission!!



How!to!find!jets!
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Seeing versus Defining Jets

Jets are what we see

 

Clearly 2 jets here 

16

How!many!jets!do!you!see?!
!



How!Many!Jets!are!in!Heavy!Ion!
Collisions?!
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Seeing versus Defining Jets

Jets are what we see

 

Clearly 2 jets here 

16

Seeing versus Defining Jets

Jets are what we see

 

Clearly 2 jets here 

16

How many jets do you see ? 

Do you really want to ask yourself 
this question in Au+Au?



●  Jets!boldly!stand!out!
of!background!at!LHC!

●  ModificaEon!of!diXjet!
balance!visible!

Maybe!not!so!Crazy!

16&20XJulX17! W.A.!Zajc!



Some!Jet!Finding!Algorithms!

17&

Jet finding - jet finders
C

acciari, S
alam

, S
oyez, arX

iv:0802.1189 

MC: proton-proton - single event



An!Important!Jet!Finding!Parameter!
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What Matters is R!

To first approx:

various algs. moderately different but R can matter a lot more

25

QCD & Searches, G. Salam (p. 19)

Jet quality

Physics of quality
Small v. large jet radius (R) ≡ HSBC

Small jet radius Large jet radius

single parton @ LO: jet radius irrelevant

R!



What!R!is!beQer?!
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What Matters is R!

To first approx:

various algs. moderately different but R can matter a lot more

25

QCD & Searches, G. Salam (p. 19)

Jet quality

Physics of quality
Small v. large jet radius (R) ≡ HSBC

Small jet radius

!

Large jet radius

!

perturbative fragmentation: large jet radius better
(it captures more)
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What Matters is R!

To first approx:

various algs. moderately different but R can matter a lot more

25

QCD & Searches, G. Salam (p. 19)

Jet quality

Physics of quality
Small v. large jet radius (R) ≡ HSBC

Small jet radius

K
L
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K
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non!perturbative

hadronisation

#

Large jet radius

K
L
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"!
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!
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+

non!perturbative

hadronisation
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non-perturbative fragmentation: large jet radius better
(it captures more)
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What Matters is R!

To first approx:

various algs. moderately different but R can matter a lot more

25

QCD & Searches, G. Salam (p. 19)

Jet quality

Physics of quality
Small v. large jet radius (R) ≡ HSBC

Small jet radius

UE
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Large jet radius

UE

K
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hadronisation
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underlying ev. & pileup “noise”: small jet radius better
(it captures less)



Removing!the!Background!
•  SomeEmes!referred!to!as!“fake!
jets”!in!PHENIX!

•  ALICE!&!STAR!median!ρ!
subtracEon!!

•  IteraEve!subtracEon!in!ηXrings!
•  Need!to!account!for!fluctuaEng!
background!!

22&

Leading Track Bias 
Leading Track pT > 5 GeV/c 

Rosi Reed - Hot Quarks 2012 13 

!  Reduces combinatorial background, 
improves unfolding stability 
!  Pythia shows agreement with data 



Unfolding!

•  PYTHIA!jets!through!GEANT!of!your!detector!
to!make!a!response!matrix!to!map!detector!jet!
to!truth!jet!pT!

•  Unfolding!methods:!Bayesian,!SVD,!χ2!(bin!by!
bin)!

23&
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before reaching the calorimeters. To fully utilize this al-
gorithm, the energy resolution of all calorimeters must
be known precisely, and the distribution of charged and
neutral particles must be known.

E. Unfolding

Before comparing measurements to theoretical calcula-
tions or other measurements, they must be corrected for
both detector e↵ects and smearing due to background
fluctuations. Both the jet energy scale (JES) and the jet
energy resolution (JER) need to be considered in any cor-
rection procedure. The jet energy scale is a correction to
the jet to recover the true 4-vector of the original jet (and
not of the parton that created it). The background sub-
traction methods described above are examples of cor-
rections to the jet energy scale due to the addition of
energy from the underlying background. Precision mea-
surements of the energy scale, as done by the ATLAS col-
laboration [153], are an important step in understanding
the detector response and necessary to reduce the system-
atic uncertainties. The jet energy resolution is a measure
of the width of the jet response distribution.

In most measurements of reconstructed jets, the jet en-
ergy resolution is on the order of 10-20%. This can be
understood because even a hadronic calorimeter is not
equally e�cient at observing all particles. In particular,
the measurement of neutrons, antineutrons, and the K

0
L

is di�cult. The high magnetic field necessary for measur-
ing charged particle momentum leads to a lower thresh-
old on the momenta of reconstructed particles and can
sweep charged particles in or out of the cone radius. As
a result, even an ideal detector has a limited accuracy for
measuring jets. The large fluctuations in the measured
jet energy due to these e↵ects distort the measured spec-
trum. This is qualitatively di↵erent from measurements
of single particle observables, where the momentum reso-
lution is typically 1% or better, often negligible compared
to other uncertainties. This means that measurements of
jet observables must be corrected for fluctuations due to
the finite detector resolution if they will be compared to
theoretical calculations or to measurements of the same
observable at a di↵erent detector, or even from the same
detector with di↵erent running conditions. Fluctuations
in the background in A+A collisions lead to further dis-
tortions in the reconstructed jet energy. Correcting for
these e↵ects is generally referred to as unfolding in high
energy physics, although it is called unsmearing or de-
convolution in other fields.

Here we summarize the methods, based on the discus-
sion in [154, 155]. If the true value of an observable in a
bin i is given by y

true
i , then the observed value in bin j,

y

reco
j , is given by

y

reco
j =

NX

i=0

Rijy
true
i (8)

where Rij is the response matrix relating the true and
reconstructed values.
The response matrix is generally determined using

Monte Carlo models including particle production, prop-
agation of those particles through the detector material
and simulation of its response, and application of the
measurement algorithm, although sometimes data-driven
corrections are incorporated into the response matrix. As
an example, we consider the analysis of jet spectra. The
truth result (ytruei ) is usually generated by an event gen-
erator such as PYTHIA [97] or DPMJET [156]. The jet
finding algorithm to be used in the analysis is run on
this truth event, which generates the particle level jets
comprising y

true
i . The truth event is then run through

a simulation of the detector response. It is common to
include a simulated background from a generator such as
HIJING [157], but not required. This creates the recon-
structed event, and as before, the jet finding algorithm
used in the analysis is run on this event to create the
detector level jets that make up y

reco
j . Next, the particle

level jets must be matched to detector level jets to build
the response matrix, with unmatched jets determining
the reconstruction e�ciency. There are several ambigu-
ities in this method. The first is that it comes with an
assumption of the spectra shape and fragmentation pat-
tern of the jets from the simulation. The second is that
there is not always a one-to-one correspondence between
the truth and detector level jets. The detector response
may cause the energy of a particular truth jet to be split
into two detector level jets. However, the response matrix
requires a one-to-one correspondence, which necessitates
a choice.
If one could simply invert the response matrix,it would

be possible to determine y

true
i =

PN
i=0 R

�1
ij y

reco
j . How-

ever, response matrices for jet observables are generally
ill-conditioned and not invertible. The further the jet
response matrix is from a diagonal matrix, the more dif-
ficult the correction procedure is. This is one reason the
background subtraction methods outline in the preceding
section are employed. By correcting the jet energy scale
on a jet-by-jet basis, the response matrix is much closer
to a diagonal matrix, however this is not a su�cient cor-
rection. The the process of unfolding is thus required to
determine y

true
i given the information in Equation 8.

One of the main challenges in unfolding is that it
is an ill-posed statistical inverse problem which means
that even though the mapping of ytruei to y

reco
j is well-

behaved, the inverse mapping of yrecoj to y

true
i is unsta-

ble with respect to statistical fluctuations in the smeared
observations. This is a problem even if the the re-
sponse matrix is known with precision. The issue is that
within the statistical uncertainties, the smeared data can
be explained by the actual physical solution, but also
by a large family of wildly oscillating unphysical solu-
tions. The smeared observations alone cannot distin-
guish among these alternatives, so additional a priori in-
formation about physically plausible solutions needs to
be included. This method of imposing physically plau-
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How!to!Measure!Jets!

•  Measure!your!parEcles!
•  Choose!your!Algorithm!and!R!
•  Run!FastJet!
•  Measure!your!background!and!remove!it!from!
your!jets!

•  Unfold!for!detector!effects!
•  Obtain!a!fully!corrected!jet!spectrum!

24&



DiXJets!

•  Dijet!Asymmetry!!

25&
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Pb+Pb Data

p+p Data

HIJING+PYTHIA

FIG. 16 Figure from ATLAS (Aad et al., 2010). The top row shows comparisons of AJ = (ET1

� ET2

)/(ET1

+ ET2

) from
p+p and Pb+Pb collisions at

p
s

NN

= 2.76 TeV with leading jets above pT > 100 GeV and subleading jets above 25 GeV. The
bottom row shows the angular distribution of the jet pairs. This shows that the momenta of jets in jet pairs is not balanced in
central A+A collisions, indicating energy loss.

FIG. 17 Figure from PHENIX (Adare et al., 2010b). The
left two Feynman diagrams show direct photon production
through Compton scattering and the right two diagrams show
direct photon production through quark-antiquark annihila-
tion. These are the leading order processes which contribute
to the production of a gamma and a jet approximately 180�

apart.

matched to a jet, RJ� . In p+p collisions nearly 70% of2195

all photons are matched to a jet, but in central Pb+Pb2196

collisions only about half of all photons are matched to a2197

jet. These measurements provide unambiguous evidence2198

for partonic energy loss. However, the kinematic cuts2199

required to suppress the background leave some ambigu-2200

ity regarding the amount of energy that was lost. Some2201

of the energy could simply be swept outside of the jet2202

cone. The preliminary results of an analysis with higher2203

statistics for the p+p data and the addition of p+Pb col-2204

lisions also shows no significant modification, confirming2205

that the Pb+Pb imbalance does not originate from cold2206

nuclear matter e↵ects (Collaboration, 2013b).2207

By construction, measurements of the process q+g !2208

q+� can only measure interactions of quarks with the2209

medium. Since there are more gluons in the initial state2210

and quarks and gluons may interact with the medium2211

in di↵erent ways, studies of direct photons alone cannot2212

give a full picture of partonic energy loss.2213

With the large statistics data collected during the2214

FIG. 18 Figure from STAR (Adamczyk et al., 2016). The
away-side IAA for direct photon-hadron correlations (red
squares) and ⇡

0-hadron correlations (blue circles) plotted as
a function of zT = pT,h/pT,trig as measured by STAR in cen-
tral 200 GeV Au+Au collisions. This shows the suppression
of hadrons 180� away from a direct photon. The data are
consistent with theory calculations which show the greatest
suppression at high zT and less suppression at low zT . The
curves are theory calculations from Qin (Qin et al., 2009),
Renk (Renk, 2009) and ZOWW (Chen et al., 2010; Zhang
et al., 2009).

2015 Pb+Pb running of the LHC at 5 TeV, another2215

“Golden Probe” for jet tomography of the QGP, the co-2216

incidences of a Z

0 and a jet, became experimentally ac-2217

cessible (Neufeld et al., 2011; Wang and Huang, 1997).2218

While this channel has served as an essential calibrator2219

LHC: Di-jet asymmetryDi-jet Analysis

Dijet imbalance quantified by asymmetry variable A
J
. 

Data compared with Pythia di-jet (parton p
T
 35-280 GeV)                                  

embedded to HIJING with no quenching.

Sub-leading jet: highest ET  jet in opposite hemisphere.

  

Enhancement at high A
J
 is caused by events where the sub-leading jet is coming 

from background fluctuation.
9

Increasing

asymmetry

with

increasing

centrality.

A
J
≡
E
T 1
−E

T 2

E
T 1
E

T 2

Events selected 
with minimum bias 
trigger (MBTS and 
ZDC).

Leading jet: 
E

T1
>100 GeV

Leading jet: E
T2

>25 

GeV

|η|<2.8

  



pQCD!FactorizaEon!
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Δσ pp = Δfa
a,b
∑ ⊗Δfb⊗Δσ̂ fa fb→ fX ⊗Df

h (z)

Δfa,b&=!polarized!quark!
and!gluon!distribuEon!
funcEons!

Δ!

Δ!

Δ! Dh
f&=!fragmentaEon!

funcEon!for!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Partonic!cross!secEon!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!from!pQCD!

Δσ̂ fa fb→ fX

( )f h z→

IniDal&State&
PDF&
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Jets!at!the!LHC!

•  FragmentaEon!funcEons!with!modified!jets!
•  z=pTh/pTjet!

27&

CMS!Phys.!Rev.!C!90,!024908!
!



Studying!Jets!in!Heavy!Ion!Collisions!

•  jets! High!pT!ParEcles!

Xwhat!you!want!
~what!you!get!

28&M.!Connors!DNP!2015!
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Photon!Tagged!Jets!

γ energy!≈!jet!energy!
•  Photons do not interact strongly 
•  RAA≈1 implies no medium effect 
•  Fragmentation Function: dN/dz 
•  z=ph/pjet 

Megan!Connors!!



Measurements!with!Jet!Probes!

CorrelaEons!!
•  Energy!deposiEon!as!a!
funcEon!of!angle!

!

30&
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Energy!shiw?!

AbsorpEon?!

Spectra!and!RAA!
•  Is!AA!just!a!superposiEon!of!pp!
collisions?!

nearside!

awayside!
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YAA
Ypp
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dN jet
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⟹

measure away-side yield to get effective fragmentation function
   focus on low zT → ⇠ = ln(1/zT)

X
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[41], led to the concept of parton transverse momentum
and kT .

For isolated direct photon production, xE scaling is
important for a more fundamental reason. If the xE distri-
bution does indeed represent the fragmentation function of
the opposite parton, then combining all the data (see
Fig. 10) should, apart from NLO effects, give a universal
distribution which is a reasonable representation of the
quark fragmentation function [28].

Within the large errors, the xE scaling appears to hold.
Fits to both Eq. (15) and to a simple exponential are shown.
The exponential fit (e!bxE) gives the value b ¼ 8:2# 0:3,
with a !2 per degree of freedom of 48=26, which is in
excellent agreement with the quark fragmentation function
parameterized [16,28] as a simple exponential with b ¼
8:2 for 0:2< z < 1:0 and inconsistent with the value b ¼
11:4 for the gluon fragmentation function.

Another, recently more popular way [42] to look at the
fragmentation function is to plot the distribution in the
modified leading logarithmic approximation (MLLA) vari-
able [43] " $ ln1=z % ln1=xE which is shown in Fig. 11.
The present data compare well to the TASSO measure-
ments [44] in eþ þ e! collisions which have been arbi-
trarily scaled by a factor of 10 to match the PHENIX data,
which is reasonably consistent with the smaller acceptance
of the present measurement. This again indicates consis-
tency with a quark fragmentation function.

In Fig. 12 the isolated photon-triggered data is plotted as
a function of zT to compare to NLO calculations from [45].

The largest discrepancy occurs in the lowest ptrig
T bin where

hkTi should be closest to ptrig
T . Moreover, the deviation

occurs for passoc
T ' ptrig

T where p̂trig
T and p̂assoc

T are most
likely to be asymmetric and hence, the effect of kT smear-
ing is largest.

E. pout distributions and
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hjpoutj2i

q

Figure 13 shows the pout distributions for #0 and iso-
lated direct photons for the range of 2<passoc

T <
10 GeV=c. The #0 distributions are fit with Gaussian
functions, as well as by Kaplan functions. The Kaplan
function is of the form Cð1þ p2

out=bÞ!n, where C, n and
b are free parameters. This function exhibits the same
limiting behavior at small values of pout as the Gaussian
function and transitions to a power-law behavior as pout

becomes large. The tails of the distributions, above about
3 GeV=c, clearly exhibit a departure from the Gaussian
fits. This may signal the transition from a regime domi-
nated by multiple soft gluon emission to one dominated by
radiation of a single hard gluon. The isolated direct photon

data also show an excess above the fit, notably for the 7<

ptrig
T < 9 GeV=c range. For values of pout comparable to
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A. ADARE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 82, 072001 (2010)
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γXh!correlaEons:!FragmentaEon!FuncEon!

•  Photon!pT!approximates!parton/
jet!pT!
–  potenEal!imbalance!due!to!kT!!

•  Modified!FragmentaEon!
funcEon!

•  Selects!quark!jets!
–  pp!results!consistent!with!TASSO!
measure!of!quark!FF!

•  Modified!FF!in!Au+Au!
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• Calibrated probe: production largely insensitive to medium
– once produced photons will not interact strongly with the medium
– at high pT yield is dominated by hard processes

• Leading order photons are produced back-to-back with parton 
⟹ calibrated measure of initial parton energy
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γXh!correlaEons:!FF!ModificaEon!
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IAA =
YAA

Ypp
⇠ DAA(zT )

Dpp(zT )
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•  IAA!quanEfies!the!FF!
modificaEon!!

•  Suppression!at!low!ξ!
and!enhancement!at!
high!ξ 

•  QualitaEve!agreement!
with!models!!
–  Similar!conclusion!from!
STAR!jetXh!results!!

•  More!enhancement!at!
wider!angles!

•  LHC!can!study!effect!at!
higher!sNN!and!access!
higher!parton!energies!

Phenix!PRL!111,!032301!
Megan!Connors!!

J.A. Hanks - WWND2013-2-8 13

arXiv:1212.3323



Studying!Jets!in!Heavy!Ion!Collisions!

•  jets! High!pT!ParEcles!

Xwhat!you!want!
~what!you!get!

33&M.!Connors!DNP!2015!



Photon!Tagged!Jets!at!the!LHC!

•  ExciEng!to!see!these!measurements!achieved!

34&

photon-jet fragmentation functions

!17
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Figure 6: Ratio of the fragmentation function for jets azimuthally balanced with a high-pT photon, between that
in 30–80% Pb+Pb collisions and pp collisions (left panels) and 0–30% Pb+Pb collisions and pp collisions (right
panels). Results are shown as a function of charged particle pT (top panels) or z (bottom panels). Hatched bands
and vertical bars show the total systematic and statistical uncertainties, respectively, for each measurement.
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photon pT: 79.6-125 GeV 
jet pT:  63.1-144 GeV

ATLAS-CONF-2017-074

photon pT: > 60 GeV 
jet pT:  > 30 GeV

CMS: 1801.04895

ξjet = ln(1/z)

Kaya Tatar, Tuesday



Cold!Nuclear!MaQer!Effects!on!Jets!

•  MinBias!dAu!consistent!with!pp!
•  InteresEng!centrality!dependence!observed!!

35&

X. He for PHENIX at HP2016

Jets in d+Au

9/23/16 10

Minimum bias jets 
show no energy loss

PHENIX PRL 116, 122301 (2016)

X. He for PHENIX at HP2016

Jets in d+Au

9/23/16 10

Minimum bias jets 
show no energy loss

• Surprising centrality dependence! 
• Enhancement at high pT in 

peripheral collisions while 
suppressed in most central collisions. 

• Challenge to the conventional 
models.

PHENIX PRL 116, 122301 (2016)

See Takao Sakaguchi’s talk



Pions!in!small!systems!

•  Pions!in!small!systems!
also!show!similar!
effect!!

•  TheoreEcal!
explanaEons:!shrinking!
proton!and!
others….not!final!state!
energy!loss!effect!!

36&

X. He for PHENIX at HP2016

π0 in 3He+Au

9/23/16 14



nPDF!

•  Increased!staEsEcal!precision!of!data!is!
providing!more!powerful!constraints!on!nPDF!

37&

CMS W± for nPDF 

May 18, 2018 Norbert Novitzky 29 

New results of the W 
measurement from 
CMS in p+Pb at  
8.16 TeV. 
 
Exclude the free 
nucleon PDF to 7σ 
significance 
 
Experimental 
uncertainties are 
smaller and the nPDF 
uncertaintiesAndre Ståhl, Wed 11:30 
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Where!does!the!lost!energy!go?!LHC!

•  Shows!enhanced!parEcles!out!to!1!radian!

27"

•  Radial profile of jet (+ radiation + nearby jet) momentum out to 1 unit of Δr! !
•  Sizable modification of momentum flow, ratio increasing with angle !

CMS-PAS-HIN-15-011!
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Jet shapes to large angle !

38&M.!Connors!DNP!2015!

r!

R!

ATLAS-CONF-2015-055!

Looking inside jets !

16"

•  Excess at low pT and large angle clearly a feature of jet quenching !
•  Modest modification of jet structure at small angle & medium to high pT!
•  To what extent is this due to quenching changing the q/g fraction? !

Jet fragmentation (longitudinal)! Jet shape (transverse)!
CMS PLB 730 (2014) 243!

Jet pT > 100 GeV!
R=0.4 !



Where!does!the!energy!go?!RHIC!
•  Surface!bias!jet!with!
high!pT!consEtuent!&!
study!awayXside!jet!

•  Enhanced!low!
momentum!parEcle!
producEon!

•  Width!appears!broader!
but!large!uncertainEes!

necessary to force ΣDAA to zero defines another systematic
uncertainty estimate.
The nearside jet is expected to have a surface bias

[43–45], which makes it more likely that the recoil parton
will travel a significant distance through the medium [46],
therefore enhancing awayside partonic energy loss effects.
The awayside widths, shown in Fig. 3(a), at high passoc

T are
the same in pþ p and Auþ Au on average, indicating that
jets containing high-pT fragments are not largely deflected
by the presence of the medium. The widths at low passoc

T are
indicative of broadening. However, as the low-passoc

T widths
are anticorrelated with the magnitude of vassoc3 vjet3 , mea-
surements of vjetn are necessary before quantitative con-
clusions are drawn. The awayside DAA, shown in Fig. 3(b),
exhibits suppression of high-passoc

T hadrons and enhance-
ment of low-passoc

T jet fragments in Auþ Au, indicating
that jets in Auþ Au are significantly softer than those in
pþ p collisions. The amount of high-passoc

T suppression,
quantified by summing DAA only over bins with
passoc
T > 2 GeV=c, ranges from −2.5 to −5 GeV=c as jet

pT increases. Summing DAA over all passoc
T bins to obtain

the ΣDAA values, shown in Table I, indicates that the

high-passoc
T suppression is balanced in large part by the

low-passoc
T enhancement.

Theoretical calculations from YaJEM-DE [47], a Monte
Carlo model of in-medium shower evolution, are also
shown for σAS and DAA in Fig. 3 [42]. This model
incorporates radiative and elastic energy loss and describes
many high-pT observables from RHIC. After the intrinsic
transverse momentum imbalance kT of the initial hard
scattering was tuned to provide the best fit to the
pþ p yields (YAS;pþp), this model largely reproduced
several of the quantitative and qualitative features observed
in the data. At high passoc

T the Auþ Au and pþ p widths
match and the jet yields are suppressed, while the missing
energy appears as an enhancement and broadening of the
soft jet fragments.
To conclude, jet-hadron correlations are used to inves-

tigate the properties of the quark-gluon plasma created in
heavy-ion collisions by studying jet quenching effects. The
trigger (nearside) jet sample is highly biased toward jets
that have not interacted with the medium, which may
enhance the effects of jet quenching on the recoil (away-
side) jet. While the widths of the awayside jet peaks are
suggestive of medium-induced broadening, they are highly
dependent on the shape of the subtracted background. It is
observed that the suppression of the high-pT associated
particle yield is in large part balanced by low-passoc

T
enhancement. The experimentally observed redistribution
of energy from high-pT fragments to low-pT fragments that
remain correlated with the jet axis is consistent with
radiative and collisional energy loss models for parton
interactions within the quark-gluon plasma.

We thank the RHIC Operations Group and RCF at BNL,
the NERSC Center at LBNL; the KISTI Center in Korea;
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resources and support. This work was supported in part
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of Science; the U.S. NSF, CNRS/IN2P3; FAPESP CNPq of
Brazil; Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian
Federation; NNSFC, CAS, MoST, and MoE of China;
the Korean Research Foundation; GA and MSMT of the
Czech Republic; FIAS of Germany; DAE, DST, and CSIR
of India; National Science Centre of Poland; National
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FIG. 3 (color online). The (a) Gaussian widths of the awayside
jet peaks (σAS) in Auþ Au (solid symbols) and pþ p (open
symbols) and (b) awayside momentum difference DAA are shown
for two ranges of pjet;rec

T : 10–15 GeV=c (red circles) and
20–40 GeV=c (black squares). Results for 15–20 GeV=c (not
shown) are similar. The boundaries of the passoc

T bins are shown
along the upper axes. YaJEM-DE model calculations (solid and
dashed lines) are from Ref. [42].

TABLE I. Awayside ΣDAA values with statistical and system-
atic uncertainties due to detector effects, the shape of the
combinatoric background, and the trigger jet energy scale.

pjet;rec
T

(GeV=c)
ΣDAA
(GeV=c)

Detector
uncertainty
(GeV=c)

v2 and v3
uncertainty
(GeV=c)

Jet energy scale
uncertainty
(GeV=c)

10–15 –0.6" 0.2 þ0.2
−0.2

þ3.7
−0.5

þ2.3
−0.0

15–20 –1.8" 0.3 þ0.3
−0.3

þ1.0
−0.0

þ1.9
−0.0

20–40 –1.0" 0.8 þ0.1
−0.8

þ1.2
−0.1

þ0.3
−0.0

PRL 112, 122301 (2014) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
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necessary to force ΣDAA to zero defines another systematic
uncertainty estimate.
The nearside jet is expected to have a surface bias

[43–45], which makes it more likely that the recoil parton
will travel a significant distance through the medium [46],
therefore enhancing awayside partonic energy loss effects.
The awayside widths, shown in Fig. 3(a), at high passoc

T are
the same in pþ p and Auþ Au on average, indicating that
jets containing high-pT fragments are not largely deflected
by the presence of the medium. The widths at low passoc

T are
indicative of broadening. However, as the low-passoc

T widths
are anticorrelated with the magnitude of vassoc3 vjet3 , mea-
surements of vjetn are necessary before quantitative con-
clusions are drawn. The awayside DAA, shown in Fig. 3(b),
exhibits suppression of high-passoc

T hadrons and enhance-
ment of low-passoc

T jet fragments in Auþ Au, indicating
that jets in Auþ Au are significantly softer than those in
pþ p collisions. The amount of high-passoc

T suppression,
quantified by summing DAA only over bins with
passoc
T > 2 GeV=c, ranges from −2.5 to −5 GeV=c as jet

pT increases. Summing DAA over all passoc
T bins to obtain

the ΣDAA values, shown in Table I, indicates that the

high-passoc
T suppression is balanced in large part by the

low-passoc
T enhancement.

Theoretical calculations from YaJEM-DE [47], a Monte
Carlo model of in-medium shower evolution, are also
shown for σAS and DAA in Fig. 3 [42]. This model
incorporates radiative and elastic energy loss and describes
many high-pT observables from RHIC. After the intrinsic
transverse momentum imbalance kT of the initial hard
scattering was tuned to provide the best fit to the
pþ p yields (YAS;pþp), this model largely reproduced
several of the quantitative and qualitative features observed
in the data. At high passoc

T the Auþ Au and pþ p widths
match and the jet yields are suppressed, while the missing
energy appears as an enhancement and broadening of the
soft jet fragments.
To conclude, jet-hadron correlations are used to inves-

tigate the properties of the quark-gluon plasma created in
heavy-ion collisions by studying jet quenching effects. The
trigger (nearside) jet sample is highly biased toward jets
that have not interacted with the medium, which may
enhance the effects of jet quenching on the recoil (away-
side) jet. While the widths of the awayside jet peaks are
suggestive of medium-induced broadening, they are highly
dependent on the shape of the subtracted background. It is
observed that the suppression of the high-pT associated
particle yield is in large part balanced by low-passoc

T
enhancement. The experimentally observed redistribution
of energy from high-pT fragments to low-pT fragments that
remain correlated with the jet axis is consistent with
radiative and collisional energy loss models for parton
interactions within the quark-gluon plasma.
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FIG. 3 (color online). The (a) Gaussian widths of the awayside
jet peaks (σAS) in Auþ Au (solid symbols) and pþ p (open
symbols) and (b) awayside momentum difference DAA are shown
for two ranges of pjet;rec

T : 10–15 GeV=c (red circles) and
20–40 GeV=c (black squares). Results for 15–20 GeV=c (not
shown) are similar. The boundaries of the passoc

T bins are shown
along the upper axes. YaJEM-DE model calculations (solid and
dashed lines) are from Ref. [42].

TABLE I. Awayside ΣDAA values with statistical and system-
atic uncertainties due to detector effects, the shape of the
combinatoric background, and the trigger jet energy scale.

pjet;rec
T

(GeV=c)
ΣDAA
(GeV=c)

Detector
uncertainty
(GeV=c)

v2 and v3
uncertainty
(GeV=c)

Jet energy scale
uncertainty
(GeV=c)

10–15 –0.6" 0.2 þ0.2
−0.2

þ3.7
−0.5

þ2.3
−0.0

15–20 –1.8" 0.3 þ0.3
−0.3

þ1.0
−0.0

þ1.9
−0.0

20–40 –1.0" 0.8 þ0.1
−0.8

þ1.2
−0.1

þ0.3
−0.0
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LHC!vs!RHIC!Jets!

•  Similar!level!of!suppression!!
•  Enhancement!of!low!momentum!parEcles!at!
broader!angles!at!LHC!

•  RHIC!more!sensiEve!to!surface!bias!effects!

40&

So, why bother with full jet reconstruction 
in heavy-ion collisions?

RAA and correlations of leading hadrons provide constraints on density of 
the medium (qhat), however do not tell us about the *parton* energy loss 
and its dynamics; leading hadrons are biased towards jets that interact 
little or not at all with the medium 

=> full jet reconstruction premise: integrate over the hadronic degrees of 
freedom; better access to the parton energy scale; dynamics of the jet 
quenching (?); other promising observables: gamma-jet correlations

So called surface bias:
requesting a high-pT 
particle selects a 

population of jets close to 
surface of the medium - 
these jets interact only 
little (or not at all) with 

the medium 

30#GeV/c#pi0#Trigger#

qPythia MODEL!



Physics!Conclusions!

Are&jets&effected&by&the&medium?&
TYes,&jets&lose&energy&and&appear&
to&be&quenched&by&the&medium&

Does&the&pathlength&effect&
quenching?&
TYes!&Suppression&depends&on&
inT&or&outTofTplane&
TBeware&of&surface&bias&effects&

Is&the&fragmentaDon&pp&like?&
TNo:&Modified&fragmentaDon&
funcDons&measured&
TYes:&Jet&substructure&is&pp&like&&
TYes:&Jet&composiDon&is&the&pp&like&

Where&does&the&lost&energy&go?&
TLow&momentum&parDcles&at&large&angles&

How&does&temperature&effect&
quenching?&
TFracDonal&Eloss&depends&on&
energy&density&
TLHCTRHIC&complementarity&
constrains&models&&
&
!

What&is&the&effect&of&small&systems&on&jets?&
TStrong&suppression&is&not&a&CNM&effect&

What&happens&to&dijet&pairs?&
TEnergy&imbalance&due&to&different&
path&lengths&

41&M.!Connors!DNP!2015!



LHC!and!RHIC!Jet!Complementarity!

•  LHC!has!more!jets!
•  RHIC!jets!are!more!influenced!by!the!QGP!
•  Different!temperatures!of!the!QGP!

42&

2. Quantum Chromodynamics: The Fundamental Description of the Heart of Visible Matter

30

Sidebar 2.5: Jetting through the Quark-Gluon Plasma
Understanding how quark-gluon plasma (QGP) works 

requires new microscopy using energetic quark probes 

called “jets,” generated in the initial interaction of the 

colliding beams. These high-energy quarks are initially 

able to “see” the very short distance structure of the 

medium they traverse. As they propagate, they rapidly 

shed energy by splitting off lower energy partons and, 

as this happens, the length scale that they “see” grows 

rapidly. The combination of all these partons eventually 

forms the hadrons that together make up a jet. The 

curves in the top-left panel illustrate how the resolving 

power (inverse of length scale) of jets at the LHC and 

RHIC decreases (symbolically, from green to yellow to 

orange) as they propagate and as the QGP in which they 

are propagating cools. The highest energy jets at the 

LHC probe very short wavelengths, where they should 

resolve the individual weakly coupled “bare” quarks 

and gluons (green). A key area is the lowest energy 

jets, optimally measured at RHIC, that probe longer 

wavelengths toward the scale of the nearly perfect liquid 

itself (orange). The curves are heavier in the regime 

where the resolving power of the jets is determined 

largely by the medium itself. The bottom-left panel 

shows the momentum range, related to the resolving 

power, of many jet observables in current measurements 

(muted red and blue) and the enormously increased 

reach at both RHIC (bright red) and the LHC (bright blue) 

enabled by upgrades including the sPHENIX microscope 

at RHIC.

A century ago, Ernest Rutherford discovered atomic 

nuclei by aiming a beam of alpha particles at a gold foil 

and observing that they were sometimes scattered at 

large angles. The simplest way to “see” pointlike quarks 

and gluons within QGP is, as Rutherford would have 

understood, to look for evidence of jets, or partons 

within jets, scattering off individual quarks and gluons as 

they plow through QGP. As the top-right panel illustrates, 

partons that can resolve the microscopic structure of 

QGP are more likely to be deflected by larger angles 

than the partons with less resolving power that only see 

the nearly perfect liquid. First exploratory measurements 

of the jet deflection angle are now being carried out 

at the LHC (lower-right, where the sharp peak at the 

right-hand edge of the plot corresponds to undeflected 

jets) and at RHIC. Full exploitation of Rutherford-like 

scattering experiments requires the capabilities of 

sPHENIX at RHIC as well as upgrades to the LHC and its 

detectors. 

Understanding the evolution of the microscopic 

substructure of QGP as a function of scale will complete 

the connection between the fundamental laws of nature, 

QCD, and the emergent phenomena discovered at RHIC.



LHC!and!RHIC!Jet!Complimentarity!

•  From!September!2014!Town!Hall!meeEng! 43&

sPHENIX will complement LHC measurements
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Discovery!to!Precision!

•  I!believe!there!are!sEll!surprises!to!be!
discovered!but!perhaps!in!the!details!

•  Currently!embarking!on!an!era!of!
photon!tagged!jets,!jet!substructure!
and!precise!heavy!flavor!
measurements!!

44&

photon-tagged fragmentation functions

!18

photon pT: 79.6-125 GeV 
jet pT:  63.1-144 GeV
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Figure 4: Ratio of the fragmentation function for jets azimuthally balanced with a high-pT photon, between that
in 30–80% Pb+Pb collisions and pp collisions (left panels) and 0–30% Pb+Pb collisions and pp collisions (right
panels). Results are shown as a function of charged particle pT (top panels) or z (bottom panels), for photon-tagged
jets (this measurement, black points) and for inclusive jets in psNN = 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions [7, 14] (see text,
red points). Hatched bands and vertical bars show the total systematic and statistical uncertainties, respectively, for
each measurement.
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Yield Modification in Au+Au as a Function of pγ
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enhancement not at a fixed
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• Medium response in addition to
redistribution of lost energy from high
pT hadrons?
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γ-hadron correlations at 200 GeV AuAu collisions
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mass of the jet
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no significant mass modification observed in PbPb within the uncertainties

First measurement of jet mass in Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 6: Fully-corrected jet mass distribution for anti-kT jets with R = 0.4 in p–Pb collisions, compared
to PYTHIA and HERWIG simulations for three ranges of pT,ch jet. Statistical uncertainties in data are
smaller than the markers and in the models are smaller than the line width.
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Fig. 7: Fully-corrected jet mass distribution for anti-kT jets with R= 0.4 in minimum bias p–Pb collisions
compared to central Pb–Pb collisions for three ranges of pT,ch jet.
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energy loss. In JEWEL each scattering of the leading parton with constituents from the medium is
computed giving a microscopic description of the transport coefficient, q̂. By default, JEWEL does
not keep track of the momenta of the recoiling scattering centers (“recoil off”). This leads to a net
loss of energy and momentum out of the di-jet system, and is expected to mostly affect low-pT-particle
production. For the jet mass measurement, low-momentum fragments are important, so JEWEL was
also run in the mode in which it keeps track of the scattering centers (“recoil on”). In that mode, more
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First measurement of jet mass in Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions ALICE Collaboration
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to PYTHIA and HERWIG simulations for three ranges of pT,ch jet. Statistical uncertainties in data are
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Fig. 7: Fully-corrected jet mass distribution for anti-kT jets with R= 0.4 in minimum bias p–Pb collisions
compared to central Pb–Pb collisions for three ranges of pT,ch jet.
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√
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√
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statistical uncertainties).

energy loss. In JEWEL each scattering of the leading parton with constituents from the medium is
computed giving a microscopic description of the transport coefficient, q̂. By default, JEWEL does
not keep track of the momenta of the recoiling scattering centers (“recoil off”). This leads to a net
loss of energy and momentum out of the di-jet system, and is expected to mostly affect low-pT-particle
production. For the jet mass measurement, low-momentum fragments are important, so JEWEL was
also run in the mode in which it keeps track of the scattering centers (“recoil on”). In that mode, more

13

ALICE: mass from charged particles
1702.00804 ATLAS-CONF-2018-014

ATLAS: mass from calorimeter towers

Martin Spousta, Wednesday

charm - jet measurements collisions
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pp: Prompt J/ψ fragmentation 

Prompt J/ψ in jet fragmentation function  
not well described by PYTHIA 
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PbPb: prompt J/ψ suppression 

J/ψ suppression similar to D0 suppression 
Jet quenching for charmonia?  

Talk, Quarkonia, Wed. 17:10, G. Oh 

looking forward D to measurements with higher luminosity and the ALICE upgrades
Venice, 14-19 May 2018 B.Trzeciak, HF correlations and jets in ALICE

D0-jets: D-meson jet momentum fraction

 Charged jet momentum fraction carried by D0 meson, pp collisions at √s = 7 TeV

  Goo  agreement with NLO pQCD POWHEG + PYTHIA6 pre �ct�ons
● Kinematics reach and precision can be extended with pp data at  √s = 5.02, 13 TeV 
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New

Poster:
S. Aiola
OHF-02

Barbara Trzeciak, Tuesday CMS-PAS-HIN-18-012 , CMS-PAS-HIN-18-007, J Wang, Tues.
Jing Wang (MIT), D meson production in jets, QM2018 (Venice)  21

Last slide
Summary

• First measurement of the radial profile of D0 mesons in jets in PbPb and pp
➡ Hint of wider D0 radial profile in PbPb collisions at 4 < pTD < 20 GeV/c
➡ Ratio of PbPb/pp is consistent with unity at pTD > 20 GeV/c

• Provides new experimental constraints on
➡ heavy-flavor production 
➡ heavy quark energy loss and diffusion 
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The MIT group's work was supported by US DOE-NP

D0s reconstructed in jets



sPHENIX!
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RHIC: looking to the future

!27

Jet Rates and Physics Reach Scientific Objective and Performance

1.10.4 Hard probe statistics and range in pT758

Figure 1.22 summarizes the current and future state of hard probes measurements in A+A759

collisions in terms of their statistical reach, showing the most up to date RAA measurements760

of hard probes in central Au+Au events by the PHENIX Collaboration plotted against761

statistical projections for sPHENIX channels measured after the first two years of data-762

taking. While these existing measurements have greatly expanded our knowledge of763

the QGP created at RHIC, the overall kinematic reach is constrained to < 20 GeV even764

for the highest statistics measurements. Figure 1.23 shows the expected range in pT for765

sPHENIX as compared to measurements at the LHC. Due to the superior acceptance,766

detector capability and collider performance, sPHENIX will greatly expand the previous767

kinematic range studied at RHIC energies (in the case of inclusive jets, the data could768

extend to 80 GeV/c, four times the range of the current PHENIX p0 measurements) and769

will allow access to new measurements entirely (such as fully reconstructed b-tagged jets).770
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Figure 1.22: Statistical projections for the RAA of various hard probes vs pT in 0–20% Au+Au
events with the sPHENIX detector after two years of data-taking, compared with a selection
of current hard probes data from PHENIX.

30

sPHENIX Conceptual Design Report1

CD-1 Review Release
May 11, 2018

2

looking forward to sPHENIX in 2023 

measurements we are making now will 
help us understand sPHENIX data when 

it comes

Yongsun Kim, Tuesday morning

•  Upgrade!to!PHENIX!
•  Plan!to!start!taking!data!in!2023!



Over!SimplificaEon!of!Quarkonia!!MelEng!

•  hh!
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Why Quarkonium?	

•  Proposed signature of deconfinement: quark-antiquark potential color-
screened by surrounding partons à dissociation 

05/18/2018 Rongrong Ma (BNL), QM2018 

•  “Thermometer”: different states dissociate at 
different temperatures à sequential suppression 

 rqq ∼1/ Ebinding  >  rD ∼1/T

T. Matsui and H. Satz  
PLB 178 (1986) 416 

•  Early creation: experience entire evolution of quark-gluon plasma
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ϒ Suppression: Data vs. TAMU model	

05/18/2018 Rongrong Ma (BNL), QM2018 

•  T-dependent binding energy; Kinetic rate equation; Include CNM and regeneration 
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CMS: CMS-HIN-16-023 
CMS: PLB 770 (2017) 357 
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•  Good description of ϒ suppression from RHIC to LHC energies. 
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Theory!Comparisons!

•  Amount!of!experimental!measurements!with!the!
dawn!of!the!LHC!is!impressive!and!conEnually!
growing!(Xe+Xe)!

•  Models!need!to!describe!all!stages!of!the!collision!
to!fully!explain!the!increasingly!precise!data!

•  Theory!CollaboraEons!!

47&
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FIG. 7. The assumed temperature dependence of the scaled jet transport parameter q̂/T 3 in di↵erent jet quenching models for
an initial quark jet energy E = 10 GeV. Values of q̂ at the center of the most central A+A collisions at an initial time ⌧0 = 0.6
fm/c in HT-BW and HT-M models are extracted from fitting to experimental data on hadron suppression factor RAA at both
RHIC and LHC. In GLV-CUJET and MARTINI-AMY model, it is calculated within the corresponding model with parameters
as constrained by experimental data at RHIC and LHC. The arrows indicate the maximum temperatures reached at the center
of the most central A+A collisions. See text for detailed explanations.

parton energy loss, the initial time is set at ⌧
0

= 0.6 fm/c with initial temperature of T
0

= 369 and 469 MeV at the
center of the most central Au+Au collisions at

p
s = 200 GeV at RHIC and Pb+Pb collisions at

p
s = 2.76 TeV at

LHC, respectively.

Shown in Fig. 7 are extracted or calculated q̂ as a function of the initial temperature for a quark jet with initial
energy E = 10 GeV. For GLV-CUJET model, q̂ calculated from two sets of parameters are shown, one with HTL
screening mass and the maximum value of running coupling ↵

max

= 0.25 and another with non-HTL screening mass
which is twice that of HTL mass and ↵

max

= 0.4. The values of q̂ from MARTINI-AMY model are calculated according
to the HTL formula in Eq. (15) with the two values of ↵

s

extracted from comparisons to the experimental data on
R

AA

at RHIC and LHC, respectively. Both GLV and MARTINI-AMY model assume zero parton energy loss and
therefore zero q̂ in hadronic phases. In HT-BW model, fit to experimental data gives gives q̂ = 0.9� 1.05 GeV2/fm at
RHIC and 1.5 – 2 GeV2/fm. Values of q̂ in hadronic phases are calculated according to a hadron resonance gas model
with the normalization in a cold nuclear matter determined by DIS data. Values of q̂ in the QGP phase are considered
proportional to T 3 and the coe�cient is determined by fitting to the experimental data on R

AA

at RHIC and LHC
separately. In the HT-M model the procedure is similar except that q̂ is assumed to be proportional to the local
entropy density and its initial value in the center of the most central Au+Au collisions at RHIC is q̂ = 0.57��0.85
GeV2/fm. In both HT approaches, no jet energy dependence of q̂ is considered.

hQp://jet.lbl.gov/documentsX1/!
reportXonXstatusXofXqhat!



JETSCAPE!
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Take!home!messages!
•  Jets!are!a!useful!probes!of!the!QGP!
•  Reconstructed!Jets!are!a!robust!observable!
•  We!have!learned!a!lot!about!jets!in!the!QGP!without!

reconstrucEng!jets!
•  Reconstructed!jets!allow!us!to!study!modificaEons!to!the!

substructure!of!the!jets!
•  Photon!tagged!jets!are!a!golden!probe!for!studying!energy!

loss!in!the!QGP!
•  RHIC!and!LHC!are!complimentary!faciliEes!

–  Run!2!underway!at!LHC!!
–  sPHENIX!starts!data!taking!in!2023!
–  Theory!collaboraEons!bridge!gap!in!apples!to!apples!
comparisons!
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Tool!Box!
•  JETSCAPE!
!
•  Jet!finding!algorithms:!FastJet!

•  Unfolding:!RooUnfold!

•  Review!of!Jet!Measurements:!!
– Connors!et!al,!arxiv:1705.01974!
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Solutions or Do I Care?
Many modern algorithm are safe:

• Seedless Infrared-Safe Cone Algorithm (SISCone)

‣ use a seedless approach, find ALL stable cones

‣ check for stability

‣ G. Salam, G. Soyez., JHEP 04 (2007) 086

• Anti-kT

‣ M.Cacciari, G.Salam, G. Soyez (see http://fastjet.fr/)

Heavy Ions:

• Big issue: Background from underlying event

• Problem(background) ≫ Problem (IR safety)

• usually considerable pT cuts necessary (~ 2 GeV/c) ⇒  IR safety not an 

issue

• good to have collinear/IR safe algorithms anyhow ⇒ resilient to effects  

like track/tower splitting, noise, and “bulk” contributions/background

24


